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Jumpy Jeep

Technical Newsletter
This article is a true description of an AECS technical help desk problem and how it was solved.
Vehicle
2003 Jeep Grand Cherokee, 2.7 Ltr 5cyl common
rail Turbo Diesel engine.

Picture sourced from internet)

Problem presented to the Helpdesk
This Jeep blows clouds of white smoke under light acceleration and stalls under heavy acceleration or under
heavy load. After it has stalled, it starts again straight
away but detonates and blows lots of white smoke.
We have scoped the rail pressure sensor, the pressure
regulator and an injector.
The injection signal stops just before the engine stalls,
but it still has rail pressure and duty cycle to pressure
regulator when it stalls.
We have also scoped crank and cam sensors but
cannot see anything that could cause this problem.
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Picture1: ATS 5004D 50Khz recording of Rail pressure
sensor, Pressure control valve and injector

Scanning a huge range of USA, Euro, Asian
heavy Diesel vehicles.
Brake systems on trailers.
Wiring diagrams and service bulletins.
Repair data (torques, volumes, etc).
Pictures of components + locations.
How to read dashboard codes for remote
driver support.
Coding of injectors and pump init.
Blue tooth wireless connection.
AECS technical support.
Your next Equipment purchase from
AECS earns you $50 worth of AECS
training credit for every $1000* spent
on equipment.
Earn AECS Training $$$
*Terms & conditions apply
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Analyse
At first glance can we see in the scope recording that the
rail pressure stays present, but that the ECU stops controlling the injectors and instantaneously changes the
pressure control valve’s position.
Soon after the injection stopped the engine stalled.
Best to zoom in, and see some better detail to see if we
can spot any issues.

Picture 2: ATS scope pattern zoomed in on the area just
before the injection on this 5 cylinder engine stops.

In the zoomed in pattern I have numbered the injection
events in firing sequence, not cylinder number. A time
measurement between the last 2 injection events shows
that the engine is doing 2964 RPM just before it dies
completely.
This means that injection did not stop as a result of the
crank shaft simply stopping with rotating.

In my view does this indicate a catastrophic problem
with the crank/cam shaft sensor signals.
However, the AECS trained diagnostician had already
looked at those signals and saw nothing untoward. I
trust his opinion.
Best to look at the above pattern again, but now in
more detail.
Zoom in more
A much closer look at still the same pattern as above
shows a problem:

Picture 3: Zoomed in on injection event 3 and 4

When zoomed in on injection event 3 and comparing it
with event 4 a big difference in injector activation time
can be seen. Injection duration variations should not be
jumping around this much.
Please note: injection event 1 looks different as the
scope is connected to that injector; we cover this also in
the DMS 1-3 training.
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 Windows 8.1 (W10) Laptop
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signal database
Scope with 500MS/s sampling speed and 32 million
Samples per channel
Includes high speed signal generator.
Comes with 2 x oscilloscope leads, alligator clips, spikey
& Hirschman probes, G Force sensor, current clamps,
training and tech support. Solenoid driver (optional)

 Back up your further knowledge with AECS
comprehensive Automotive diagnostic courses
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Adaption values
We suggested looking at the adaption values of each injector/cylinder with the scan tool. As we did not trust that,
these values were even.
Below you see a sample picture of an adaption injector value
screen. This picture has been made with the scan tool
connected to a bare 4 cylinder MB ECU (no sensors nor actuators connected).
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2016 Training Dates:
Hastings - 10th & 11th Feb 2016

Sample picture injector adaption values

The adaption values in this Launch Pro3 screen shot are
shown in mm3 per stroke fuel quantity and are the correction quantities the ECU makes to keep the engine running
stable (equal strength power beats per cylinder).
These values are on top of the injector individual delivery
variations, which are coded into the ECU with the Launch
when an injector is replaced.
When an ECU finds that adaption values cannot be adjusted
any further to keep the engine running smooth, this system
will shut down. The injectors are no longer being activated,
and the pressure control valve will now do all it can to drop
the rail pressure.

Christchurch - 17th & 18th Mar 2016
Auckland - 12th & 13th May 2016
Ring us to enrol today Ph: 06-874 9077
We can proudly say that AECS is accredited by
the NZ Transport Agency to install, calibrate
the VTEQ brake testers we sell and we are
accredited to deliver the certified roller brake
machine training for C.O.F. Inspectors .

The adaption values were 1.8, -2.5, -0.2, -0.6, 2.3!
The vehicle data stated that the adaption value limits are 2.0 to +2.0.
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Injectors
It was decided, to pull the injectors out of the cylinder
head and inspect them on a test bench.
The diagnostician was so kind to send us a photo of the
number 2 injector, beside a good injector:

To analyse and compare the injector activation duration of
each injector you have to zoom in down to just a couple of
injection pulses.

Picture 5 After repair scope recording zoomed in.

PRO2
SCANTOOL

Number 2 injector (top) beside a serviceable injector

Found it!
The injector nozzle-retaining nut was split and
deformed.
The injector-sealing washer allowed combustion
pressure to leak past the washer eroding the Nozzle
retaining nut, weakening it until it split. The leaking
injector washer was letting high-pressure diesel leak
from the split nut into the combustion chamber during
intake and exhaust stroke, causing the knock and white
smoke.

$2,640+gst
We are an Authorised Launch distributor

 Modern Android operating system, 7” Touch Screen. 2 Core
Processor with 8Gb storage

 Wireless Bluetooth communication and diagnostics with over
74 vehicle brands. (expanding all the time)

 12 months of Software Updates included
 One Touch software upgrades via WiFi. Continuously evolving
software with daily updates!

Confirmation
The diagnostician reset the adaption values after five
brand new injectors were fitted, and recorded a
pattern again.

 Individual or Multiple Combined live data Graphing
 Automatic vehicle recognition
 1/2 day of work worth of battery
life

 Special Functions including Injector
re-coding, throttle re-learn, remote
key reprogramming + re-pairing,
battery replacement, G-Sensor
Zero point calibration, many more.

 Database for wiring diagrams and
special diagnostic procedures

 Set up to work with GoLo Car
Care—comes as an optional extra

Take screen shots, record
and play back live data to
send to AECS for
support
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Picture 4: ATS scope recording of injector, vs rail pressure and
pressure control valve after the repair.

Add AECS Technical support - available
directly through the tool via your wireless
network for $250+gst
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The measured injection durations do not jump
around anymore and showed on the scope:
Cyl 5 - 1.763 ms
Cyl 4 - 1.763 ms
Cyl 3 - 1.762 ms
Cyl 2 - 1.701 ms
Cyl 1 - 1.763 ms

Your next Equipment purchase from
AECS earns you $50 worth of AECS
training credit for every $1000* spent
on equipment.
Earn AECS Training $$$
*Terms & conditions apply

“beat the price rise (exchange rate),
only one of each in stock”

Checking on the scan tool revealed that the
adaption values are all close to zero.
The vehicle is running fine and has been returned to the customer.
Conclusion
The leak in the injector could not be seen from
the top, looking down on the injector. It was
not visible that the exhaust gasses leaked up
past the injector washer nor was it visible that
the Diesel was pushed into the combustion
chamber.
How would you have dealt with this? Would
this very profitable job turned into a try this,
try that job? Or would perhaps google may
have given the answer?
I think that the professional approach of the
diagnostician made this job a success.
What else, but your skills, do you have to sell
when you own a workshop? Invest in your
skills, success will follow automatically.
This diagnostician invested in our training, an
ATS scope and our technical support, he runs a
successful diagnostic workshop.
Please select your equipment, and technical
support provider carefully. There are many
equipment providers out there, but where are
they when the going gets tough?

Automatic, recovery, recycling and
recharging unit with LCD display, leak
testing oil separator, filter system,
database. Upgradable for R1234yf.
Compatible with our A.C. training

ECK 1890
$6,875 +gst

Air-conditioning Machines

Fully Automatic station for recovering,
recycling and recharging R134A
refrigerant.
Automatic oil separation, measuring,
injecting.
Automatic UV dye injection, on board
charge data base and diagnostics.
Hybrid function included,
R1234yf upgradable.
ECK 3900
$10,225 +gst

AECS 2015 training:
SCAN1 - Scan tool Diagnostics
13 - 14 October 2015 - Auckland

2 places available

EMS1-1 - Engine Management Systems
15 - 16 October 2015 - Auckland

ECAC1 - Air-conditioning
19 - 20 October 2015 - Auckland

Ph:06-874 9077

1 place left
3 places available

www.aecs.net

Pre-Enrol now for 2016 training courses
For AECS Ltd
Herbert Leijen
(trainer/research)
06 8749 077
info@aecs.net
www.aecs.net

AED - Automotive Electronic Diagnostics
2 - 3 March 2016 - Auckland - Starting to fill..

CANBus - CAN Data Bus Systems
4 March 2016 - Auckland - 4 Hrs

EMS1–3 - Engine Management Systems
10 - 11 May 2015 - Auckland (be quick to enrol on this
training)
Look out for the complete 2016 training calendar
in our NEXT AECS November newsletter
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